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METHODS OF MULTIPLE SS BLOCK TRANSMISSIONS AND RRM

MEASUREMENT IN A WIDEBAND CARRIER

FIELD OF INVENTION

This disclosure relates generally to wireless communications, and, more particularly, to

methods and apparatus for multiple Synchronization Signal (SS) block transmissions and RRM

measurement in a wideband component carrier.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In 5G new radio, a component carrier bandwidth can be up to lOOMhz bandwidth below

6GHz and up to 400Mhz above 6GHz. Meanwhile, UE may have the different bandwidth

access capability. For example, the wideband UE is capable to access the whole wideband

carrier, whereas the narrowband UE is just capable to access the part of wideband carrier. For

the access of a carrier or a cell, typically the SS block including synchronization signals and

PBCH transmission are needed for providing synchronization and timing reference. To support

the operations of both wideband and narrowband UEs in the wideband carrier, one and/or

multiple synchronization signal (SS) blocks can be transmitted within the wideband carrier to

provide time/frequency synchronization and timing reference for UEs with different access

capabilities. Moreover, the measurement to support RRM mobility and bandwidth part (BWP)

switching will be performed depending on UE capability and SS block transmissions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This disclosure relates generally to wireless communications, and, more particularly, to

methods and apparatus for multiple Synchronization Signal (SS) block transmissions and RRM

measurement in a wideband component carrier.

Anchor and non-anchor SS blocks or CSI-RS are defined and configured by the network

for RSRP measurement and/or synchronization. Accordingly, UE measurement and

synchronization behavior is different depending on whether SS blocks or CSI-RS are QCLed or

transmitted from the same antenna port or equivalent for RSRP measurement.

RSRP measurement and RSSI measurement can be configured by the network with

different measurement gaps independently depending on the UE capability and wideband or

narrowband operation mode.

RSSI measurement resources can be associated with RSRP measurement resources

considering the beam property and the interference characteristics.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention can be more fully understood by reading the subsequent detailed description

and examples with references made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a schematic diagram of a wireless communications

system according to one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 shows a short gap pattern for wideband UE for RRM measurement.

FIG. 3 shows a long gap pattern for narrowband UE for RRM measurement.

FIG. 4 shows RSRP measurement based on SS block or CSI-RS and the corresponding

time/frequency resources for RSSI measurement considering the beam property.

Fig. 5 shows the flow chart to illustrate the principle on configuration provided by gNB

and UE RRM measurement behavior.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Certain terms are used throughout the description and following claims to refer to

particular components. As one skilled in the art will appreciate, manufacturers may refer to a

component by different names. This document does not intend to distinguish between

components that differ in name but not function. In the following description and in the claims,

the terms "include" and "comprise" are used in an open-ended fashion, and thus should be

interpreted to mean "include, but not limited to Also, the term "couple" is intended to mean

either an indirect or direct electrical connection. Accordingly, if one device is coupled to

another device, that connection may be through a direct electrical connection, or through an

indirect electrical connection via other devices and connections. The making and using of the

embodiments of the disclosure are discussed in detail below. It should be appreciated, however,

that the embodiments can be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific

embodiments discussed are merely illustrative, and do not limit the scope of the disclosure.

Some variations of the embodiments are described. Throughout the various views and

illustrative embodiments, like reference numbers are used to designate like elements.

The following description is of the best-contemplated mode of carrying out the invention.

This description is made for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention

and should not be taken in a limiting sense. Note that the 3GPP specifications described herein

are used to teach the spirit of the invention, and the invention is not limited thereto.

Qualsi-collocated (QCLed) is defined as the same channel properties w.r.t. time delay,

delay spread, frequency offset, Doppler spread, Doppler shift and Rx spatial parameters.



Several exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure are described with reference to

FIGs. 1 through 5 . It is to be understood that the following disclosure provides various

embodiments as examples for implementing different features of the present disclosure.

Specific examples of components and arrangements are described in the following to simplify

the present disclosure. These are, of course, merely examples and are not intended to be

limiting. In addition, the present disclosure may repeat reference numerals and/or letters in the

various examples. This repetition is for the purpose of simplicity and clarity and does not in

itself dictate a relationship between the various described embodiments and/or configurations.

Figure 1 illustrates a wireless communication system in accordance with some

embodiments. The wireless communication system 100 includes one or more fixed base

infrastructure units forming a network distribution over a geographical region. The base unit

may also be referred to as an access point, access terminal, base station, Node-B, eNode-B

(eNB), gNB or by other terminology used in the art. As shown in FIG. 1, the base units, e.g.

eNB 101 and 102 serve a number of remote units, e.g. UE 103 and 104 within a serving area,

for example, a cell, or within a cell sector. In some systems, one or more base units are

communicably coupled to a controller to form an access network that is communicably coupled

to one or more core networks. The disclosure however is not intended to be limited to any

particular wireless communication system.

Generally, the eNB 101 and 102 respectively transmit downlink communication signals

112, 113 to UE 103, and 104 in the time and/or frequency and/or code domain. UE 103, and

104 communicate with one or more eNB 101 and 102 via uplink communication signals 113,

and 114 respectively. The one or more eNB 101 and 102 may comprise one or more

transmitters and one or more receivers that serve the UE 103 and 104. The UE 103, and 104

may be fixed or mobile user terminals. The UE may also be referred to as subscriber units,

mobile stations, users, terminals, subscriber stations, user terminals, or by other terminology

used in the art. The UE 103, and 104 may also comprise one or more transmitters and one or

more receivers. The UE 103, and 104 may have half-duplex (HD) or full-duplex (FD)

transceivers. Half-duplex transceivers do not transmit and receive simultaneously whereas full-

duplex terminals transmit and receive simultaneously. In one embodiment, one eNB 101 can

serve different kind of UEs. UE 103 and 104 may belong to different categories, such as having

different RF bandwidth or different subcarrier spacing. UE belonging to different categories

may be designed for different use cases or scenarios. For example, some use case such as

Machine Type Communication (MTC) may require very low throughput, delay torrent, the

traffic packet size may be very small (e.g., 1000 bit per message), extension coverage. Some



other use case, e.g. intelligent transportation system, may be very strict with latency, e.g. orders

of 1ms of end to end latency. Different UE categories may be introduced for these diverse

requirements. Different frame structures or system parameters may also be used in order to

achieve some special requirement. For example, different UEs may have different RF

bandwidths, subcarrier spacings, omitting some system functionalities (e.g., random access, CSI

feedback), or use physical channels/signals for the same functionality (e.g., different reference

signals).

Figure 1 also shows an exemplary diagram of protocol stacks for control-plane for UE 103

and eNB 101. UE 103 has a protocol stack 121, which includes the physical (PHY) layer, the

medium access control (MAC) layer, the radio link control (RLC) layer, the pack data

convergence protocol (PDCP) layer, and the radio resource control (RRC) layer. Similarly,

base station eNB 101 has a protocol stack 122, which includes the PHY layer, the MAC layer,

the RLC layer, the PDCP layer, and the RRC layer, each of which connects with their

corresponding protocol stack of UE protocol stack 121.

Figure 1 also includes a simplified block diagram of UE and eNB in accordance with

novel aspects of the current invention, wherein, the UE could be UE 103, and the eNB could be

eNB 101. UE comprises memory 131, a processor 132, a transceiver 133 coupled to an antenna

135. UE also comprises various function modules including UE category processing module

142, for processing UE category information; and DCI processing module 141, for processing

operation for old or new DCI format, and PRACH processing module 143. And the above

function module could be implemented by software, hardware, firmware of the combination of

the above. Memory 131 stores program instructions and data to control the operation of UE 103.

The eNB 101 comprises memory 151, a processor 152, a transceiver 153 coupled to an

antenna 155. Memory 151 stores program instructions and data to control the operation of eNB

101. eNB also comprises various function modules including UE category processing module

156, for processing UE category information; and DCI processing 157, for processing operation

for old or new DCI format, PRACH configuration module 158. The above apparatus may be

implemented with a bus architecture. The bus may include any number of interconnecting buses

and bridges depending on the specific application of the system structure and the overall design

constraints. The bus links together various circuits including one or more processors and/or

hardware modules, represented by the processor and different modules and the computer-

readable medium. The bus may also link various other circuits such as timing sources,

peripherals, voltage regulators, and power management circuits, which are well known in the

art, and therefore, will not be described any further. It is understood that the specific order or



hierarchy of steps in the processes disclosed is an illustration of exemplary approaches. Based

upon design preferences, it is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the

processes may be rearranged. Further, some steps may be combined or omitted. The

accompanying method claims present elements of the various steps in a sample order, and are

not meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.

In one embodiment, there can be one or multiple anchor SS blocks within a wideband

component carrier (CC). The anchor SS block is the SS block in the frequency layer with SS

blocks transmitted by all cells in the same frequency layer so that UE can perform the intra-

frequency RRM measurement for neighbor cells' SS block measurement in the same frequency

layer as the anchor SS block. And the anchor SS block can be used for synchronization to

facilitate the reception of the data if it is indicated by broadcast or dedicated as QCLed or

transmitted from the same antenna port with some control/data channels (i.e., synchronization

reference for the other channels), e.g., Paging, Remaining System Information (RMSI), RAR,

common or UE specific PDCCH, UE data, etc.

A UE measures anchor SS block(s) for RSRP based on the indication/configuration of the

network. If the transmissions of multiple frequency domain multiplexed (FDMed) SS blocks

within the wideband CC are indicated/configured by the network as quasi-collocated (QCLed)

or the transmission from the same antenna port or equivalent for RRM measurement (e.g.,

RSRP), the UE can just measure any one of multiple FDMed anchor SS blocks for RSRP.

Alternatively, the wideband UE can also measure multiple FDMed anchor SS blocks

simultaneously and average the measurement results corresponding to the same SS block index

and cell ID to shorten the measurement time with more samples in one shot.

The narrowband UE and wideband UE in narrowband operation mode can just measure

the anchor SS block in the active bandwidth part (BWP) configured/activated by the network.

In one embodiment, the anchor SS block can be used for synchronization to facilitate the

reception of the data if it is indicated by broadcast or dedicated as QCLed or transmitted from

the same antenna port with some control/data channels (i.e., synchronization reference for the

other channels), e.g., Paging, Remaining System Information (RMSI), RAR, common or UE

specific PDCCH, UE data, etc.

In one embodiment, there can be one or multiple non-anchor SS blocks within a wideband

CC. The non-anchor SS block can be used for UE measurement of the serving cell RSRP if it is

indicated by the network signaling as QCLed or transmitted from the same antenna port as an

anchor SS block, or equivalent for RRM measurement (e.g., RSRP) as an anchor SS block.

In one embodiment, the non-anchor SS block can be used for synchronization to facilitate



the reception of the data if it is indicated by broadcast or dedicated as QCLed or transmitted

from the same antenna port with some control/data channels (i.e., synchronization reference for

the other channels), e.g., Paging, Remaining System Information (RMSI), RAR, common or

UE specific PDCCH, UE data, etc.

A UE measures anchor SS block(s) for RSRP based on the indication/configuration of the

network. If the transmissions of multiple frequency domain multiplexed (FDMed) SS blocks

with the same Cell ID within the wideband component carrier (CC) are indicated/configured by

the network as quasi-collocated (QCLed) or the transmission from the same antenna port, the

UE can just measure any one of multiple FDMed SS blocks for RSRP. Alternatively, the

wideband UE can also measure multiple FDMed SS blocks simultaneously and average the

measurement results corresponding to the same SS block index and cell ID to shorten the

measurement time with more samples in one shot. The narrowband UE can just measure the

current SS block .

In one embodiment, there is a broadcast or dedicated signaling from the network to

indicate the time/frequency location of the FDMed anchor and non-anchor SS blocks in the CC

and whether they are collocated or transmitted from the same antenna port or equivalent for

RRM measurement (e.g., RSRP) .

There is a broadcast or dedicated signaling from the network to indicate whether each

FDMed SS block configured in the CC is an anchor SS block or not.

In one embodiment, a UE measure SS block(s) for RSRQ/RSSI based on the same cell ID

for the multiple FDMed SS blocks transmitted QCLed or from the same antenna port within a

wideband carrier. Bandwidth part (BWP) RSSI based on a set of contiguous frequency

resources within the carrier bandwidth is measured. BWP is configured and indicated by the

broadcast or dedicated RRC signaling to UE.

In one embodiment, if the UE is required to measure an anchor SS block which is not in

the current active BWP, the measurement gap is needed based on UE capability.

In one embodiment, the measurement gap can be configured for RSRP measurement and

RSSI measurement independently. Sometime there is no need for RSRP measurement gap

pattern but RSSI measurement gap pattern is needed for BWP-RSSI and Cell-RSSI

measurement.

In Fig. 2, for a wideband UE, it may request a short measurement gap pattern with gap just

for RF tuning between wideband operation and narrowband operation to support data reception

while measurement.

In Fig. 3, For a narrowband UE or a wideband UE operating in narrow-band mode, it may



request a long gap pattern with gap for RF tuning between bandwidth part switching and RRM

measurement in an anchor SS block. During the measurement, UE may not be able to receive

the data due to the narrow band operation.

In one embodiment, for the connected mode UE, CSI-RS can be configured in the active

BWP with or without anchor SS block for RRM measurement. If CSI-RS is indicated as QCLed

or transmitted from the same antenna port or equivalent for RRM measurement (e.g., RSRP)

with an anchor SS block, SS block RSRP can be measured based on CSI-RS or equivalent to

CSI-RS RSRP. Otherwise, anchor CSI-RS can be used for CSI-RS RSRP measurement but not

equivalent to SS block RSRP.

In one embodiment, for the connected UE, CSI-RS can be indicated by network signaling

to UE as anchor CSI-RS or non-anchor CSI-RS, similar to anchor SS block or non-anchor SS

block.

Both anchor CSI-RS and non-anchor CSI-RS can be used for synchronization to facilitate

the reception of the data if it is indicated by broadcast or dedicated as QCLed or transmitted

from the same antenna port with some control/data channels (i.e., synchronization reference for

the other channels), e.g., Paging, Remaining System Information (RMSI), RAR, common or

UE specific PDCCH, UE data, etc.

In Fig.4, the RSRP measurement based on SS block or CSI-RS and the associated RSSI

measurement corresponding to SS block and CSI-RS is illustrated.

In one embodiment, RSSI can be measured according to a default bandwidth or the

bandwidth configured by the network. The time location can be set by default or configured by

the network via e.g., broadcast signaling in MIB or RMSI.

In one embodiment, RSSI can be measured per beam with resource association between

each (anchor) SS block in time/frequency domain and RSSI reference resource per beam. RSSI

can be measured per beam with resource association between each (anchor) CSI-RS resource in

time/frequency domain and RSSI reference resource per beam. Cell RSSI associated with

anchor SS blocks or anchor CSI-RS resources can be derived based on the average of per beam

RSSI or the average of the RSSIs from the best N beams or other ways of calculation.

In one embodiment, RSSI can be measured on the reference time/frequency resource

elements configured by the network.

In one embodiment, BWP-RSSI and measured RSRP can be further used to derive BWP-

RSRQ based on the BWP part configuration or the measured bandwidth of BWP for RRM

configured by the network signaling.

In Fig. 5, the flow chart is provided to illustrate the principle on configuration provided by



gNB and UE RRM measurement behavior.

Although the present invention is described above in connection with certain specific

embodiments for instructional purposes, the present invention is not limited thereto.

Accordingly, various modifications, adaptations, and combinations of various features of the

described embodiments can be practiced without departing from the scope of the invention as

set forth in the claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method, comprising,

establishing a radio resource connection by a user equipment in a wireless network;

receiving a configuration of BWP configuration; and

receiving measurement configuration about RSSI measurement gap configuration

depending on the UE capability.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the RSSI is measured according to a default bandwidth

or the bandwidth configured by the network.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the measurement gap for RSRP measurement and RSSI

measurement are configured independently.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the user equipment is a narrowband user equipment.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the user equipment requests a short measurement gap

pattern.
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